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ABSTRACT 
With the advent of affordable three-dimensional printing 
and fabrication devices, the design of 3D objects has 
become an increasingly central activity in creative 
computational work. A recurring issue in this sort of 
design, however, is overcoming the "two-dimensional 
bottleneck" of the standard computer screen and associated 
conventional input devices: that is, it is difficult to create 
and visualize tangible objects using such hardware 
combination and (generally complex) modeling software. 
As a consequence, there is a growing need for a variety of 
innovative 3D input tools and techniques that allow users to 
create, customize, and visualize spatial objects and 
information "by hand". This paper describes a working 
example of such a tool: a tangible 3D sketching tool called 
Easigami, which permits users to assemble a wide variety 
of polyhedral objects by connecting and folding polygonal 
pieces. The physical arrangement of Easigami pieces is 
read into a computer and displayed interactively, in real 
time. Thus Easigami, by its design, blends the natural 
physical ability of folding paper-like materials with the 
power of computational representation. This paper 
describes the design of Easigami, presents a scenario of its 
use, and outlines ongoing and planned future work of the 
system. 
Keywords 
Easigami, origami, folding tangible user interface, three-
dimensional input, three-dimensional digital fabrication 
ACM Classification Keywords 
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INTRODUCTION 
It has become almost a commonplace in recent years that 
"creative computation" is linked with "three dimensions". 
Three-dimensional graphics and animations are a staple of 
computer games, illustrations, and charts; three-
dimensional and volumetric displays are growing in 
popularity; and, perhaps most interesting, three-

dimensional printing and fabrication devices are now 
affordable enough so that users can design and construct 
their own customized physical objects. 
The ascendance of three dimensions in both display and 
printing enable creative activities that were heretofore off-
limits to all but an elite group of professionals.  
Architecture students can now visualize and print out 
models of buildings; engineering students can simulate and 
print out working machines; mathematics students can 
visualize and create models of geometric forms; musicians 
can tinker with the creation of novel instruments. Going 
beyond the limitations of desktop fabrication, services such 
as Ponoko [15] and Shapeways [20] can custom-create 
physical models from users' specifications. 
The limitations that confront users in fabricating physical 
versions of their ideas are increasingly cognitive rather than 
technological (or financial). That is, the problem for many 
users is developing the skills of sketching, visualizing, and 
communicating their ideas for three-dimensional structures. 
This is especially challenging in the light of the cognitive 
constraints of standard computer screens. That is–to put it 
bluntly–it is hard to channel 3D ideas into a 2D visual 
medium. The inherent tension between the screen-as-
visual-medium and three-dimensional construction is 
reflected in the complexity of most 3D modeling software: 
in order to design a spatial form, users not infrequently 
have to confront specifications for "camera angle", or to 
use a mouse or keyboard to move a virtual pointer, 
represented on a flat screen, in a virtual 3D space. 
Computer screens, and their limitations, are going to be 
with us for the foreseeable future; but in order to expand 
the range of spatial creativity, there is a need for innovative 
tools and techniques that interact with screens, and that 
facilitate the design, customization, and communication of 
3D ideas. In effect, we need to find ways of overcoming the 
existing "two-dimensional bottleneck" in spatial creation. 
This paper describes a working prototype of one such tool–
a combined physical/software system called Easigami. 
Briefly (a more detailed description will soon follow), 
Easigami is a system composed of the tangible user 
interface (TUI) and software which bridges the physical 
and digital worlds. The TUI is a construction kit of physical 
polygonal pieces and hinges that can be used as an input 
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device for a desktop computer. By assembling the pieces 
and folding them into spatial structures, geometric surfaces 
in 3D space can be specified "by hand" and communicated 
in real time to the computer; by these means, a tremendous 
variety of polyhedral forms can be envisioned and 
communicated. 
An early version of the Easigami system was described in 
[9]; this paper describes the current Easigami (significantly 
advanced since the earlier development). 
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: in the 
following (second) section, we present a scenario of its use 
in three-dimensional fabrication, and explain the 
implementation of both the hardware and software 
components of Easigami. In the third section we discuss the 
strengths and limitations of Easigami in the larger 
landscape of three-dimensional input techniques such as 
scanning and gesture recognition. Finally, the fourth 
section concludes with a discussion of near-term future 
work for Easigami; in this section we also broaden the 
discussion to explore the prospect for tangible user 
interfaces that promote spatial cognition and communicate 
3D ideas. 
 
EASIGAMI: IMPLEMENTATION AND SAMPLE 
SCENARIO 
In this section, we first present a scenario in which 
Easigami is used to fabricate a physical model of a 
complex shape. Then we provide an in-depth description of 
Easigami's implementation. The most natural structure for 
doing this is to describe the several aspects of the system in 
turn: first, the physical pieces that are used to create 
tangible constructions; next, the connection between those 
pieces and a desktop computer; and finally, the Easigami 
software interface. The entire system will be explained in 
its several aspects, 
A "Physical-to-Virtual-to-Physical" Scenario: Using 
Easigami to Fabricate a Tangible Model 
We present a scenario here to demonstrate how Easigami 
can be used to print out a truncated tetrahedron. 
1) A user sees an unfamiliar polyhedron (Figure 1) (she 

does not know it is called truncated tetrahedron) and 
intends to build a 3D model using Easigami and a 3D 
printer. 

2) She observes the solid from different angles to see 
what polygons will be needed. She is then aware that 
the polyhedron is made up of several hexagons and 
equilateral triangles.  

3) She picks these polygons from the Easigami polygon 
set, at the same time she keeps counting to see if she 
has got enough for building such a solid. 

4) Frequently checking the reference polyhedron, she 
starts to construct a 3D form by connecting polygons 
using hinges (Figure 2). 

5) After a while, she is successful in creating a 
polyhedron using Easigami TUI (Figure 3). She 

compares the construction with the original solid to 
make sure they are identical. 

6) In the end, she uses the Easigami software to generate 
a .STL file for the 3D printer, and then prints out the 
polyhedron (Figure 4). 
 

 
Figure 1: A polyhedron 

 

 
Figure 2: Building a tetrahedron in process using the 
Easigami TUI 

 

 
Figure 3: A competed tetrahedron using the Easigami TUI 
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Figure 4: A printed-out truncated tetrahedron 

 
Physical Construction Kit 
To create an Easigami shape, one begins by selecting 
among a construction kit of pieces. The system has a set of 
flat polygons with different shapes, as shown in Figure 5. 
Currently, our prototype system includes 10 equilateral 
triangles; 8 isosceles right triangles; 6 squares; 6 regular 
pentagons; and 4 regular hexagons. All the regular 
polygons have an edge length of 10 cm, and the isosceles 
right triangle has this length for its leg. (The inherent 
limitation to the number of potential Easigami pieces or 
shapes is 112 – that is, our current set of pieces could be 
expanded to include more copies of the existing shapes, or 
additional forms such as octagons or scalene triangles. The 
number 112 comes from the I2C protocol which is used to 
realize the communication between the Easigami TUI and a 
PC. We will talk about this in detail later in this paper.) 
Much like decorative origami paper, an Easigami polygon 
has a colorful pattern on one face and a plain white color on 
another.  
The standard method, then, of constructing an Easigami 
object is to connect a network of polygons together via 
hinges: the pins of the hinges can be fit into housing 
elements within the edges of each polygon. Thus, the user 
selects a subset of shapes and connects them with hinges; 
the network of polygon forms can then be folded into a 
spatial form. (For example, the six Easigami squares, once 
appropriately connected, could be folded into the form of a 
closed cube.) During the building process, if two separate 
edges are brought close to one another, a new hinge may be 
needed to fix two polygons in position (Figure 2, 3). 
Moreover, the user can always detach and reattach a 
polygon from the model that she is working on. 

 
Figure 5: Polygonal pieces from the Easigami kit. Each piece 
has housing elements in its edges that permit pieces to be 
connected by hinges. 

The second physical components of the Easigami system 
are its hinges, as shown in Figure 6. An Easigami hinge has 
a pair of "wings" at left and right, and allows for rotation 
about the center axis. Each hinge can be rotated in a full 
circle.  
 

 
Figure 6: Multicolored Easigami hinges. These act as 
connectors between adjacent polygons like the ones shown in 
Figure 2 and 3.  The wings of the hinge are flexible enough to 
rotate 360 degrees about the central axis. Hinges are also 
equipped with LED lights to indicate “mountain” or “valley” 
folds 

 
Connecting the Physical Pieces to a Desktop Computer: 
or, Easigami as an Input Device 
The previous subsection described the way in which 
Easigami pieces can be assembled into a folding net; 
crucially, however, the purpose of assembling such a 
construction is to communicate its form to a desktop 
computer. Easigami TUI is, in effect, a 3D input device. 
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Each Easigami hinge and polygon is equipped with an 
embedded PIC microcontroller that permits communication 
with a computer via serial communication. Typically, in 
creating a physical Easigami network, one chosen hinge 
will be connected to the desktop device (this may be 
thought of as the designated "connector piece" through 
which the physical construction communicates with the 
computer). One begins a fresh construction, then, with a 
pair of polygons joined by a hinge that in turn 
communicates with the computer; a sample starting 
construction, with a pair of equilateral triangles, is shown 
in the photograph of Figure 7. From this starting 
configuration, the user now adds new hinges and polygons 
to expand the network of pieces. When a new polygon is 
added, along with a new hinge, to a construction-in-
progress, it informs the computer about its shape; and the 
newly-added hinge informs the computer about the dihedral 
angle between the two shapes.  
As polygons and hinges are added to a construction, they 
form a connected network. Easigami employs a standard 
I2C (Inter-Integrated Circuit) bus protocol to receive and 
transmit information between the physical construction and 
the desktop computer. To be specific, there are four wires 
that run within each Easigami piece: a 5V power line, a 
ground wire, and a FC two-wire serial bus. Within each 
hinge, both wings have five pins; these fit into the housing 
elements in the edges of Easigami polygons. The fifth pin 
is used to detect the connective arrangement–namely, 
which side of the given polygon is connected, and to which 
hinge it is connected. This connectivity information can 
then be used to construct the topology information in order 
to rebuild a virtual model of the folded structure within the 
desktop computer. 
Each hinge is indexed with a unique address. Once the 
computer requests the dihedral angle information of a 
hinge, it finds the hinge with the right address and sends an 
interruption, then waits for the corresponding values. On a 
regular basis, the PIC microcontroller within a given hinge 
uses ADC (analog-to-digital) conversion to repeatedly 
measure the positions of its two local potentiometers. Once 
an interruption comes asking for the hinge angle, the piece 
sends out the readings of its two potentiometers. The 
computer can then use these values to calculate the dihedral 
angle of a hinge. Additionally, based on the calculated 
angle, the computer can then instruct a hinge to light up its 
two bi-color LEDs to indicate whether the hinge is in a 
"mountain" or "valley" fold.  
Each polygon is also indexed with a unique address. Each 
side of a polygon is indexed by connecting to a different 
pull-up digital pin of the embedded micro controller, which 
senses if there is a hinge connects to it. Once the computer 
requests this information, it sends it through the I2C bus. 
The 5th pin on either wing of a hinge works like a switch 
which can be toggled as high or low. Inserting a hinge to a 
polygon and toggling the 5th pin on each wing in order 
causes the connection value change of the connected 

polygon, which informs the computer about the topology of 
an Easigami physical construction. 
 

 
Figure 7: A sample starting construction with a pair of 
equilateral triangles. The hinge in between is the connector 
piece communicating with the computer. 

Figure 8 shows a 3D model displayed on the computer 
screen, which echoes the physical model manipulated by a 
user using both hands. The Easigami software on the 
computer stores topology and angle data in a graph via an 
adjacency matrix and uses BFS (Breadth First Search) to 
display the 3D form on the screen. The red triangle in 
Figure 8 indicates it is the first polygon of the BFS, which 
lies at the world coordinate system. The algorithm then 
finds a neighbor polygon sharing a hinge with the previous 
polygon. Based on the index of the connected edge of the 
first polygon, the local coordinate system is generated by 
translating the origin to the center of the edge. The 
direction of z axis can be decided with knowing to which 
side of the hinge the previous or the current polygon is 
connected. For displaying a 3D model, the local coordinate 
system rotates with some degree calculated from the angle 
of the common hinge between the previous and the current 
polygons. Figure 8 shows a local coordinate system for 
each triangle (the 2D pattern on the right only considers the 
translation matrix, while the 3D model on the left needs 
rotation as well). Each polygon stores the local coordinates 
as well as the transformation matrix using which we can 
compute the global coordinates of vertices and edges of any 
polygon, which are useful to generate 3D model files (.STL 
files) for a 3D printers. 
Traditionally an input device is considered as a peripheral 
system to a computer. In comparison with this traditional 
view, Easigami presents a system by which a user focuses 
on the physical construction built by two hands. It takes 
advantage of our physical skills: a user use two hands to 
rearrange physical objects and fold in the real 3D space. It 
makes use of the physical affordance of the foldable sheet 
of polygons. 
The Triangles project [7] shares many similarities with 
Easigami: it is a physical/digital construction kit consisting 
of a set of identical flat triangles, each with a 
microcontroller embedded and magnetic connectors on the 
edges. In the physical world, a user attaches these triangle 
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pieces, and in the virtual world, a computer reconstructs the 
topography and then maps to a variety of playback digital 
elements.  The major difference between the two systems 
is: Easigami senses dihedral angles between two polygonal 
pieces while Triangles reports connectivity of a structure to 
the computer, hence, Easigami can inform the computer 
with the intermediate folding actions and has the potential 
to realize richer 3D spatial constructions other than 
polyhedra. Another difference is Easigami provides more 
flat polygonal shapes, which is inspired by 2D patterns of 
origami and nets of polyhedra. It would be interesting to 
link Easigami to some applications that Triangles has 
implemented, such as a non-linear narrative. However, 
Easigami is inspired by origami and therefore targets 
folding at this stage. 
 

 
Figure 8: The Easigami software displays the digital 3D 
model, which echoes the physical construction. 

 
Easigami Software 
Easigami is an interactive system, which is composed of 
both hardware and software design.  
The data accuracy that Easigami hardware sends to a 
computer is limited by the angular sensors embedded in the 
Easigami hinges, as well as the register size of the micro-
controller. From the hardware side, Easigami can only 
input a 3D form approximately. With the Easigami 
software, it is possible to make it accurate and enable a user 
to build a polyhedron with smooth help. We have 
implemented several scenarios to test this idea. One 
example is the truncated tetrahedron that we presented 
earlier in this paper. When a user is working on a 3D 
construction, the Easigami software is aware of the 
polygon selection and the topology (how the selected 
polygons are configured and connected). Based on this 
information and a lookup database, the Easigami software 
figures out what a user intends to build and then calibrates 
the hinge angle accordingly. 
The hardware part of Easigami is fun to use but we only 
have a limited number of physical pieces, which provides 
limited power to explore geometry space and restricts us 
from creating complex structures. Moreover, for all 
construction kits, it is pain sometimes for a user to collapse 

a model in order to make another one. The power can be 
extended in the virtual world by software when we consider 
a 3D construction built by Easigami as a module. With 
several modules, a user is able to create a compound 3d 
forms using GUI. Figure 9 illustrates a 3D form by adding 
pentagonal pyramids repetitively to a half dodecahedron, 
both are created using the Easigami TUI and saved as a 
module in the software. It becomes a half small stellated 
dodecahedron.  
 

 
Figure 9: Half small stellated dodecahedron displayed on the 
computer screen, which is built with pentagonal pyramid and 
half dodecahedron - both modules are constructed using 
Easigami TUI. 

 
EASIGAMI AND THREE-DIMENSIONAL INPUT 
Having described the Easigami system and shown how it 
can be used, we now step back to assess and situate this 
work in the larger context of three-dimensional input 
techniques. There are several natural points of comparison 
for Easigami. We will review three techniques: three –
dimensional scanning devices, gesture recognition and 
tangible modeling systems. 
Three-dimensional Scanning Devices 
Three-dimensional scanning devices can be used to 
communicate models of complex physical shapes to a 
computer (often in preparation for fabrication, as in the 
scenario of the previous section). The basic idea behind 3D 
scanning is that one begins with an existing physical object 
to model, and places that object so that it may be scanned 
(e.g., by laser light, as in [4]) for representation as a virtual 
model. Three-dimensional scanning is particularly useful 
for representing complex or unique physical objects (e.g., 
physical models, sculptures, and so forth) that would be 
difficult to create from scratch in modeling software.  
The typical scenario for making use of a 3D scanner 
naturally assumes that one has already begun with an 
instance of the shape that one wants to represent. In this 
sense there is an obvious contrast with Easigami, in which 
the user begins only with an idea and then "noodles 
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together" a physical model that idea from a kit of 
construction pieces. This contrast in technique corresponds 
to a corollary contrast in project content. It would be 
implausible to use Easigami to create (say) a sculptural 
model of an animal or person; for this sort of work a 3D 
scanner (and a pre-existing model) would be much more 
sensible. At the same time–and referring back to the 
scenario of the previous section–one would be unable to 
use a 3D scanner to create a geometric model such as a 
truncated tetrahedron without an existing model of the 
shape. (Conceivably–though somewhat clumsily-one might 
cut out a paper "folding net" and create a model of this 
particular shape, which one could then use as input for a 3D 
scanner.) The contrast between Easigami and 3D scanning 
need not, of course, be represented as competition; our own 
belief is that multiple complementary tools for 3D input 
and sketching can and should co-exist in the repertoire of 
anyone interested in creative physical modeling and 
construction. 
Gesture-Based 3D Modeling Techniques 
Besides direct 3D scanning, a second important technique 
for comparison is that of gestural input; for our purposes, 
we will ignore techniques of gestural input that involve 
(expensive) data gloves and focus on recent methods that 
employ on the bare hand or colored (but otherwise "low-
tech") gloves. Moreover, since we are here concerned with 
3D object creation and editing, we will not discuss spatial 
navigation or virtual object manipulation (a clear strength 
of such gestural systems). 
Briefly, then: the advantages of gestural systems for 3D 
object creation is that, by allowing free hand gestures in 
space, they can use the path of the hand to create forms 
such as curves or ribbons [8, 18, 19]. Volumes can be 
achieved through modeling operations such as spinning and 
extrusion [23]; or by simulating sculpting on primitive 3D 
instances, for instance, the Digital Sandbox project starts 
with a 2D mesh, and uses hand motions to push up the 
virtual mesh to generate a 3D landform [5].  
Freehand gesture systems make use of gestural space, and 
enable uses to sketch or sculpt quickly. For many projects, 
this informal characteristic is fine–or even preferred–
especially as most of these systems describe themselves as 
sketching environments. These systems enable immersive 
design processes, but provide no direct physical feedback, 
since the user's hand is in the air during the designing 
process. 
Easigami, by contrast, deals with folding and with 
polyhedral modeling. Since polyhedra are closed forms, 
they require an inherent level of accuracy in their creation; 
it is difficult to create them "out of thin air". Additionally, 
the Easigami TUI provides–through the tangible materials 
of design–direct physical responses during construction. 
Compared to bare-hand gestures, when a user interacts with 
the Easigami TUI, both hands embody the construction 
process naturally, precisely because of the existence of 
physical construction materials. Some gestures–such as 

holding and folding–tend only to make sense in a physical 
context. 
Tangible 3D Modeling Systems 
Several research projects exploit TUIs for 3D modeling 
purposes. Digital clay [16] is a tangible input and output 
device. It looks like a lump of clay. As an input device, it 
senses bare-hand pressure and alters both the physical and 
digital shapes accordingly. As an output device, any change 
of the digital model can actively adjust the shape of the 
clay. The unity of the input and output functions enable two 
users to collaborate on the same 3D model remotely. 
Computational Building Blocks [2, 3] is an object-modeling 
system which lets users to stack Lego™-like blocks for 
building virtual worlds. Combined with a rule-based and a 
vision-based system, the tangible interaction and graphical 
interpretation approach demonstrates great capability to 
model 3D objects in reality.  
ActiveCube [1, 17] is a multimodal TUI. Similar to the 
Computational Building Blocks, it targets at building a 3D 
model by simply connecting physical cubes. A prominent 
feature added to ActiveCube is it acts as both input and 
output devices - the output lighting, sound and vibrations 
make the interface more interactive. It allows ActiveCube 
give more feedback to users action, which is meaningful as 
a game controller but it remains as an open question how 
this is going to help with 3D construction. 
Digital clay creates blob-like 3D forms; Computational 
Building Blocks and ActiveCube generate models of 
rectangular compositions. Easigami can best be 
characterized as an example within this "tangible 
modeling" category, though--focusing as it does on folding 
together polygonal forms--it explores novel territory within 
that tradition.  
Tangible 3D modeling systems tend to be an assortment of 
specialized tools, in contrast to tools designed with general 
purpose, for example, a designer could create 3D models of 
different kinds using a software like Maya. In his article 
“Less is More (More or Less): Uncommon Sense and the 
Design of Computers” [11], Buxton compares week general 
systems with strong specific systems, and he argues that the 
evolution of technology is similar to biological systems, 
where specialized organisms have a tendency to win over 
the generalized ones. 
 
DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK 
Even though folding is an important traditional method for 
both art and engineering, it tends to be ignored in the CAD 
community. In most 3D graphics software packages–
despite their complexity and plethora of features–there are 
no tools that directly provide the experience of folding. (In 
order to perform something that approximates a fold, a user 
would have to specify a coordinate system and then rotate a 
component through a certain angle with respect to that 
coordinate system; the sophistication involved in this 
process precludes folding by all but the most advanced 3D 
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modelers.) In contrast, Easigami not only provides a tool 
through which users can achieve 3D folded models with 
ease, but also has the potential to promote spatial cognition 
through the design and fabrication process. 
TUI – Spatial Cognition - Design 
TUI provides a natural interaction experience that takes 
advantage of both human and computer perceptual 
capabilities [22].  
The notion of epistemic and pragmatic actions has been 
used to support TUI. Epistemic actions refer to “trial and 
error” activity [6, 21], which is preferred in learning and 
design process; in contrast, pragmatic actions take 
straightforward steps to reach a preset goal. With the 
Easigami TUI, a user can rapidly add, remove or exchange 
a polygon piece, as well as easily fold or unfold the TUI 
using both hands. These interactions offer more 
opportunities for epistemic actions, and may reduce the 
designers’ cognitive load, thus providing affordances for 
practicing and improving designers’ spatial cognition.  
Easigami has been influenced by origami - a craft with 
simple material but creates a diversity of universe. At the 
same time, it demonstrates a novel sort of flexibility. It 
supports user customizability as well as concurrent and 
space-multiplexed input/output which benefits from multi-
hand exploitation. The Easigami TUI invites rich 
immersive gestures, with hands feeling the movement and 
rotation of joined polygons, as well as fingers touching the 
3D model on different surfaces. It has been argued that 
touch is a spatial modality – there is a close linkage 
between motor and spatial processes [13]. Tactile and 
kinesthetic information provides information to construct 
cognitive spatial models of objects that we touch [12].  
Even though researchers have realized and claimed TUIs 
have the potentials to promote spatial cognition, there is 
still a need for evaluation in this area. One relevant study, a 
comparison study of TUI and GUI conducted by Kim and 
Maher [10], provided empirical and positive evidence. The 
study adopted a protocol analysis method, and revealed that 
designers’ perception and reasoning for the visual-spatial 
information were improved; designers created and 
‘discovered’ more new visual-spatial features and reasoned 
on functional issues embodied in spatial relationships 
among 3D objects. The task of this user study was to design 
3D home office plan and 3D design office plan; the TUI 
session used a tabletop environment and a vertical screen to 
provide two views of the 3D models. Designers 
manipulated 3D blocks with tracking markers to simulate 
furniture arrangement process, which mainly involved 
reflection of 3D spatial relationships. This type of study is 
encouraging for our purposes; still, because of the different 
TUI and task, we would be cautious about generalizing the 
results to the Easigami system.  
Future Work - User studies 
The most important near-term future work for this project 
will be conducting user studies. Our plan is to conduct 
these studies with three groups of users, to see whether 

Easigami can lower the threshold of 3D creation for the 
purpose of 3D printing. The three groups of users will be: 
(a) college students familiar with 3D CAD software, (b) 
college students without 3D modeling experience, and (c) 
high school and middle school students who are interested 
in 3D geometry or graphics and who intend to print out 
their own 3D objects. The MakerBot Cupcake 3D printer 
[14] will be used as output device, and the printed models 
will be rewards to the participants.   
The first study will be the comparison of 3D design using a 
screen-based or tangible (Easigami) interface. The second 
study will primarily focus on evaluating the learning curve 
of Easigami for beginner 3D modelers. The third study is to 
investigate if Easigami could facilitate 3D by children. 
To date, we have conducted a brief survey in a middle 
school geometry class. We also presented the MakerBot 
Cupcake machine, along with sample printed 3D objects. 
We observed (admittedly informally) what appeared to be 
intense interest among many of the student who wanted to 
check the 3D models from different perspectives or simply 
touch them. One student said 3D software is too complex to 
learn. The teacher also told us that the class focuses on 
geometry proofs without much hands-on experience.  
3D printing–and the modeling that it entails–helps to 
explore spatial objects and realize 3D design ideas. It 
provides valuable opportunities for engineering education. 
We hope Easigami can make this exciting technology more 
approachable by non-professional designers, including 
children. 
 
SUMMARY 
This paper demonstrates a system-in-development, 
EasiGami, for the creation of 3D folded geometric forms. 
Easigami presents a novel physical interface device 
mimicking (in abstract form) the behavior of folded paper; 
at the same time, it includes a software component allowing 
for sophisticated manipulation of “virtual” folded elements 
on the computer screen. The result is a system that 
interweaves work “by hand” and work “by symbol”, and 
interweaves physical and virtual creation. We argue for that 
such a system contributes to solve the bottleneck problem 
of 3D modeling, which further makes 3D printing available 
to potential users. 
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